Resource Justification
Course: MSCI:6110 Big Data Management and Analytics, University of Iowa
Instructor: Prof. Xun Zhou
Number of Service Units (SUs) Requested
There are 25 registered students in the Big Data Management and Analytics class that is taught
by Tippie College of Business at the University of Iowa taught by Assistant Professor Xun Zhou
in the Management Sciences department. This course aims at teaching the students state-ofthe-art big data management and analytics skills using Hive and Spark. Specifically, students will
learn how to load and query large datasets using HiveQL, how to perform data analysis and
visualization tasks using Spark and the SparkR package of R.
The course work consists of 9 weeks of classes with computational classwork and homework
starting from week 4. There are 6 classes with in-class exercises requiring about 1.5 hours of
working on the code per class per student. The homework takes about 2-2.5 hours of student’s
time per week to solve it completely. There is also a final group project, for which there will be
eight groups, and requiring about 20 hours per project. For the instructor to compile the code
written by the students (as grading the homework) requires additional time.
In-class exercises: the instructor will demonstrate how to create tables, run HiveQL queries,
and using SparkR package to perform data analysis using R on Spark. Students will try to write
their own code and then test the sample code provided by the instructor.
Homework: Each week the instructor will give homework for students to solve. Typically, a
homework will have 5s questions on data processing, query, and analysis. Students need to
connect to the XSEDE servers, load Hive or SparkR and write/test their code. The instructor
need to grade all the submissions every week by running the code from each student.
Course Project: Students are required to form groups of 3 (~ 8 groups) and propose a data
analytics topic. Then they collect data and load the data into Hive on XSEDE server. Finally, they
use R and SparkR to analyze the data and submit a report. A typical dataset suggested by the
instructor will be >s5GB in volume (e.g., New York Taxi Trip Data for 6 months). However,
students may choose to use large datasets.
In all the above activities, students will use SSH clients (e.g., PUTTY) to interact with the XSEDE
server in command-line mode.

The following table demonstrates the number of SUs requested for this educational allocation
proposal.

Table I: Number of SU’s needed for the class: Big Data Management & Analytics
In Class Usage
# of students
# of class hours # of weeks * #
Total class hours Total SU In Class
classes
25
1.5
21
787.5
66,150
Homework Usage
# of students
# of hours/HW
student

# of HW weeks

total HW hours

Total SU
Homework

25

6

312.5

26,250

Project Usage
# of Groups

# hours/group

Total SU Projects

8

20

Total project
hours
160

2.1

Instructor Grading and Testing SU
Total SU Requested

14,400
5,200
112,000

Resources requested from XSEDE/PSC: Bridges
For this course, the resources requested are the RSM nodes available on Bridges system at
Pittsburgh Supercomputing Center. The standard RSM nodes from Bridges consists of HPE
Apollo 2000s with intel Xeon E5-2695 V3 CPUs which consist of 14 cores per CPU, resulting in 28
cores in total which is what we used for the calculations in Table I. Each student is given 3
nodes (1 head node and 2 data nodes) to spin up a Hadoop cluster. According to Bridges SU
calculation on standard RSM nodes consists of 1 core-hour equals 1 SU. Since three nodes are
given to each student, that results in 84 SU per/hour.

